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See the wild horses run! The Pryor Mountain Mustangs have roamed the high desert and
mountains of the American West for centuries. Descended from steeds brought over by the
Spanish conquistadores, their untamable nature and enduring courage inspire awe in all who
have the chance to see them. Photographer Lynne Pomeranz spent two years with these
magnificent creatures along the Montana-Wyoming state line, and her startlingly intimate
photographs capture the resilience and free spirit that define these mustangs. 

“The Pryor Mountain Mustangs – and Among Wild Horses – will claim a special place in the
hearts of horse lovers and nature enthusiasts of all ages.”Holistic Horse“An intimate glimpse into
the routines and relationships of one wild herd in the high desert and semi-alpine slopes
between Wyoming and Montana. The breathtaking, full-color photos speak volumes.”Trail Rider
Magazine“This is [an] extraordinary photographic journal.”Advance Magazine“[Pomeranz’s]
Montana-sized heart shines through in the images that make up this lush photo essay.”The
Gaited HorseFrom the Inside FlapBorn Free and Running WildAlong the state line between
Montana and Wyoming, in a landscape of high desert, rocky ridges, and semi-alpine slopes, live
the Pryor Mountain Mustangs -- bands of wild horses descended from the original Spanish
steeds brought over by the Conquistadores. These wild descendants of equine royalty browse,
roam, fight, and mate as they always have.Drawn to the unspoiled glory of their existence,
photographer Lynne Pomeranz spent two years among the Pryor Mountain Mustangs, watching
their routines, observing their complex relationships, and capturing in photographs the very
essence of their wildness. Her photographic journal tells a story of courage, resilience, and
freedom that speaks eloquently to the human spirit.Witness the dramatic struggles between
stallions as they vie for supremacy, the tender bonds between mares and their offspring, and the
unlikely friendships that form among bachelors young and old. To experience even a small part
of their world is to share a precious part of nature's nobility, still unaltered by human will.From the
Back CoverBorn Free and Running WildAlong the state line between Montana and Wyoming, in
a landscape of high desert, rocky ridges, and semi-alpine slopes, live the Pryor Mountain
Mustangs -- bands of wild horses descended from the original Spanish steeds brought over by
the Conquistadores. These wild descendants of equine royalty browse, roam, fight, and mate as
they always have.Drawn to the unspoiled glory of their existence, photographer Lynne Pomeranz
spent two years among the Pryor Mountain Mustangs, watching their routines, observing their
complex relationships, and capturing in photographs the very essence of their wildness. Her
photographic journal tells a story of courage, resilience, and freedom that speaks eloquently to
the human spirit.Witness the dramatic struggles between stallions as they vie for supremacy, the
tender bonds between mares and their offspring, and the unlikely friendships that form among



bachelors young and old. To experience even a small part of their world is to share a precious
part of nature's nobility, still unaltered by human will."About the AuthorLynne Pomeranz has
been a fine art photographer for nearly 30 years, specializing in wild horses of the West. Her
photographs have appeared in galleries throughout New Mexico, where she lives.Hope Ryden is
the author of America's Last Wild Horses.Read more
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Sassy, “Born Free and Running Wild. This is an essential book for horse enthusiasts as well as
for all those who follow wild horses. The Pryor Mountain Mustangs are a group of approximately
150 wild horses that descended from the original Spanish horses brought to America.The book
showcases not just beautiful photographs of the Pryor Mountain horses and their habitat in the
wild but also interesting anecdotes about some of the special horses and herds. In addition, the
author shares a broader story of these magnificent creatures that is sure to still the soul and
inspire the spirit.Despite the passage on December 15, 1971 of the Wild Free-Roaming Horses
and Burros Act, the legacy and future of these wild horses is "uncertain." According to the author
"I am one who will exclaim endlessly that wild horses have changed my life."This beautiful book
will certainly endear the Pryor Mountain Mustangs to your heart...and perhaps change your life
as well.”

MikeH, “Excellent Products & Service,Thank you.. Thank you for your excellent product &
Service .My gift to South Africa was delivered within a week ,I was greatly impressed & thankful
for a wonderful Service & will use again. ”

busy household, “Read and enjoy but beware. You will never be the same.. Wonderful book
even though it made me sad to see the teeny piece of land WE have left them to try to live on.
And still, they do live. Some of them to a ripe old age. What if we were to let them run free all
across the West? How would that hurt us? Really?I was also made very angry to learn some of
the mares are darted with a birth control medicine. Can we EVER leave ANYTHING alone to
live?”

MPH=CA, “Nice - but physically small. Beautiful pictures. Small size, though, which was a
surprise.”

E. Snyder, “This is a wonderful book that captures and majesty and beauty of horses. This is a
wonderful book that captures and majesty and beauty of horses. I have looked at it several
times since buying it.  I love it!  If you love horses, you'll love this beautiful book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Fun read, I liked it a lot very well written and informative!”

Tara McConnell, “Excellent coffee table book full of important info. This is a gem, just stunning
photography but also you can learn so so much about horses and the way they are supposed to
live. A book you can read a hundred times and can pick up every other day to admire the
photos!”

fgheinrich, “Horses a regal Animal in a cruel world. A wonderful, touching story of a world mostly



passed, showing how little thanks we humans gave to the horses, which did so much for the
creation of America.”

Jill Vanderbyl, “Love the book. The pictures are amazing and although I have not read it all yet, it
is very interesting and educational. Keep up the good work and spreading the word about these
beautiful animals that need our protection. I spread it whenever I can to whoever will listen and
even those that won't.”

The book by Connie Bransilver has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 38 people have provided feedback.
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